ASSEMBLY & INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

SWINGING PARTS BIN RACK

SWINGING BIN RACK may be affixed to column or bench mounted swing arm bases, with or without arms or elbows. Available in three models, pictured below. Maximum rated capacity, including bins and contents, is 30 lbs. Accepts most standard bin boxes (not included). Bin bars are 18" (457mm) long. Vertical track is 12" (305mm) long for single and double bar models, 24" (610mm) high on triple bar model. Black baked polyester finish. All hardware included.

ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION

Refer to Figure 4 at right.

1. If bin bar(s) were not shipped attached to hanger disk(s) fasten with 5/16 x 7/8 bolts, flat washers, lock washers and hex nuts. Securely tighten using 1/2" wrench.


   NOTE: If peg board or marker board is to be attached to bin rack, bolt to 18" bin bars as detailed on opposite side.

4. Loosen brake knob and slide mount onto post on column mount base, bench mount base, or swing arm. Be sure lubricating sheet inside sleeve is straight and wrapped around post.

5. Adjust arms so bins are positioned where required. If desired, tighten brake knob(s) to keep assembly in position.

6. Raise or lower assembly as desired by loosening bolts and raising or lowering base on column, moving vertical track in mount, or hanger disks on vertical track.
ASSEMBLY & INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

OPTIONAL MARKER BOARD OR PEG BOARD

ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION
Optional marker board or peg board bolt to the Double Bin Bar Bin Rack shown on the reverse side.

A. Assemble Bin Rack following steps 1–3 (over).

B. Adjust spacing of bin bars to fit mounting stud spacing on marker board or hole spacing on peg board. (Step 3, over).

C. Bolt board to bin bars at each corner as shown. Securely tighten.

NOTE: Spacers (optional) may be used to provide clearance between peg board and bin bars, allowing use of hooks on full board surface. See illustration, below.

D. Mount assembly to swing arms or base and adjust following steps 4–6 (over).

PEG BOARD INSTALLATION

MARKER BOARD INSTALLATION